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Special Occasions at the End of the Year
TeMeCo, October 2019
At a rapid pace, the end of the year is approaching: It's hard to believe that Christmas is
already being celebrated again in two months! And hopefully you too can look back on a
successful 2019.
Binder Drying and Heating Chambers as Special
offers
For customers acting quickly, we offer the ED, FD
and FED drying chambers of all sizes for the special
price of 10% below the already very favorable
TeMeCo list price by the end of the year 2019. Ask
us directly for a special offer.
BINDER drying chambers with natural convection or
forced convection are renowned for their high quality
and reliability. Thanks to their extensive redevelopment, these all-rounders are now even more
firmly focused on addressing the requirements
involved in drying or heating samples. What's more,
in addition to the best energy efficiency on the
market and convenient operation, the latest
APT.line™ technology offers outstanding temperature accuracy to give this new generation of
incubators real appeal.
Here you’ll find the description of these BINDER
chambers.
Shimadzu with Highlights at the Past “K 2019”
The K 2019 is history, the highlights presented by
Shimadzu with the new AGX-V 10kN and the new
Trapezium software are looking ahead to a
promising future.
But the TCE thermal chamber and the versatile EZ-X
single-column universal testing machine also took an
important place.
For your year-end budget, we offer you the basic unit
EZ-SX 500N with the software Trapezium-X "Single"
for a special price of only CHF 13'000.00 *) and the
model EZ-LX 5kN (see picture on the left) for CHF
14 '000.00 *). Ask for our best price offer with the
most suitable accessories for you.
*) Excl. VAT, Windows PC, shipping of clamping
heads and commissioning.
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GÖTTFERT puts the mi40 in the Focus at the
K 2019
A trade fair focus was on different versions and
degrees of automation with the mi40 melt indexer.
Higher accuracy and higher automation are the key
benefits of the mi40. Users in the incoming goods
and quality control (QC) experience the advantage of
an automated and more accurate determination of
MFR and MVR.

********

For the simpler applications, the mi2.2 is optimally
suited. If you have high demands on the measurement accuracy with medium-sized budget, then the
mi2.2 is a very good alternative. Ask us for a yearend special price for your desired configuration!

Here you will find detailed information about the
mi40 and mi-2.2.
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Servo valves / Star Hydraulics
Whether it's the repair and overhaul of other
manufacturers' valves or new valves from Star, the
time is right for you to try Star's cost-effective
services and products. A favorable exchange rate
to the British Pound allows favorable prices for
durable valves from Star Hydraulics
The sapphire technology based on a ball-in-groove
design, as Star has been doing since 1988, allows
several billion load cycles. Here, the extremely low
friction coefficient between sapphire and steel is
exploited. Cavitation is also prevented by the
sapphire orifice of the nozzles.
Versatile applications: aviation tests, automative
tests, flight simulators, motorsport, plastics (injection
molding, blow heads), power plants (turbine speed
control, steam control valves), rail (track tamping
machines, pneumatic hammers), rolling mills (steel,
aluminum, copper, paper), Seismic (vibration
equipment).

TeMeCo Repository
Check out every now and then and look out for new
offers!
Here along to our Repository.

